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The Extension 
 
Cubet Autoload related Products is a Magento 2 extension, which automatically detects the 
related products from the main product’s categories and show them in the frontend as a 
responsive block. 
 
 

Installation 
 
To install the extension manually, please follow the Installation Guide available along with the 
extension. If you need help on installing the extension, please feel free to contact us for the 
installation support. 
 
 

Configuration & Setting Up 
The extension is using jQuery Plugin Owl Carousel to maintain its responsiveness. Also, a html 
developer can easily change the responsive settings through its template file.  
The configuration and setting up of the block is very easy.  
 

How it works 
 
The working of Autoload Related Products are based on very simple method: Categories. 
When a customer visits a product the Autoload Related Products will check the product 
categories and fetch the products that are come under the filters available in Configuration. To 
get the accurate related products, please make sure you are assigning the products into right 
categories. 

 

  



Stores > Settings > Configuration 
 

 

Configuration Fields 

● Enable- This Yes/No dropdown enable/disable the extension output, if the extension 
needs to disable temporarily we can turn off the block by selecting the option No. The 
default value is “Yes”. 

● Related products to show - This is number of related products that should display in 
the frontend carousel. If your system is in moderate server load, it is recommended to 
put a minimum 2 digit value. If your server has enormous memory and faster response, 
you can try any number till you find the product view page loading without much time. 
The default value is “10”. 

● Price From - The Price from is the field to filter the minimum price of product that should 
show in the carousel. The default value is 0. 

● Price To  - The Price to is the field to filter the maximum price of product that should 
show in the carousel. This is an optional field, but if we need to filter out products above 
a price range can put in it. 

 
  



Frontend 
The extension will automatically fetches the related products from the categories and show 
them in the frontend. The frontend block will look like this. 

 

Support 
If you find difficult on installing and configuring the extension , please choose the Installation 
service while purchasing the extension. For further queries, please contact us at 
support@cubettech.com. 
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